
considerably faster moving than publishers of books on
the humanities are currently capable of keeping up with).
In one or two places, one suspects that Harper may have
been induced on the basis of the scientific literature to nail
his colors a little too firmly to a particular mast.
At times, these two issues converge. Strands of the

causative agent for bubonic plague (Yersinia pestis),
closely related to the strand that caused the Justinianic
Plague (as found in early medieval burials), for example,
have been in identified in Central Asia (whence bubonic
plague appears to have originated in distant antiquity) and
China. Our historical accounts record that the plague first
struck Eastern Roman territory at the Egyptian port of
Pelusium, near Clysma, “a primary terminus of Red Sea
trade.” On the basis of this, Harper writes that “the dis-
persal from Pelusium, in combination with the genetic evi-
dence of the plague’s eastern origins, guarantees an Indian
Ocean passage for the first pandemic” via the “silk trade”
(218).
However, is this necessarily the case? Or is Harper here,

perhaps, being a little too bold? He may be right, but noth-
ing is guaranteed. In recent years, for example, a great
deal of research has been undertaken on the economy of
Sasanian Persia and the economic policies of its shahs. On
the basis of that work, it is quite clear that by the early
sixth century, the Persians had come to dominate Indian
Ocean trade, progressively squeezing the Romans out of it
and directing that trade away from the Red Sea and up
through the Persian Gulf. If the sixth-century plague was
indeed transmitted via the “silk trade” (which Persia domi-
nated at its western end) and via Indian Ocean trade (in

which the Persians were also predominant), then there
would have been every reason to expect the Justinianic
Plague to have struck Persia before reaching Byzantium,
and to have afflicted Antioch (which was locked into Sasa-
nian commerce) before reaching Constantinople. Yet our
written accounts are clear that the plague traveled in the
opposite direction, striking the Romans first, before then
traversing Syria and the Caucasus to reach the Persians.
Nor (to this reviewer’s knowledge) have any sixth-century
Chinese accounts of the bubonic plague yet been identi-
fied that predate the disease’s arrival in Constantinople.
For various historiographical, institutional, and political

reasons, a great deal of attention is currently being focused
on China and Central Asia and their connections (or lack
of them) with Rome. But if we wish to understand the ori-
gins of the Justinianic Plague, we should remember that
our sources primarily associate the disease with Africa:
that is true even of John of Ephesus (whom Harper cites),
for whom “India (i.e. any region bordering the Indian
Ocean or the Red Sea), Kush, and the Himyarites,” which
John describes as having transmitted the disease, effec-
tively appears to have been used as a circumlocution for
the East African Axumite empire, which at that time also
ruled over Kush (i.e., the Sudan) and Himyar (i.e., Ye-
men). Study of this zone of Axumite domination has re-
cently transformed scholarly understanding of the milieu
out of which Islam emerged. Closer attention to it may yet
reveal much about the Justinianic Plague.

PETER SARRIS
University of Cambridge

ILYA BERKOVICH.Motivation in War: The Experience of Com-
mon Soldiers in Old-Regime Europe. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2017. Pp. xii, 280. $29.99.

CHRISTY PICHICHERO. The Military Enlightenment: War and
Culture in the French Empire from Louis XIV to Napoleon.
Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2017. Pp. xi, 301.
$49.95.

THOMAS DODMAN. What Nostalgia Was: War, Empire, and
the Time of a Deadly Emotion. (Chicago Studies in Practices
of Meaning.) Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2018.
Pp. xi, 275. $35.00.

The cultural history of war confronts the human experience
of organized violence in all of its dimensions. Historians
have long explored the ways in which states and societies
mobilize, organize, and prosecute warfare, as well as the
processes of peacemaking. Cultural and social approaches
to the study of conflict treat military organizations as com-
munities, with their own rituals, ceremonies, martial practi-
ces, disciplining structures, and rhythms of everyday life.
Anthropological studies of conflict have inspired historical
investigations into the dynamics of violence, massacre, and

atrocity. Cultural histories have also reflected upon the
experiences of soldiers, noncombatants, and civilians on
the home front. Over the past two decades, many cultural
historians have focused on the devastation of communities
in war zones and on the construction of historical memory
through postwar commemorations.
Three recent books on warfare in the early modern

period—Ilya Berkovich’s Motivation in War, Christy
Pichichero’s The Military Enlightenment, and Thomas
Dodman’sWhat Nostalgia Was—bring the history of emo-
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tions into the cultural history of war. Historians have recog-
nized that war news and propaganda can forge social iden-
tities and demonize enemies through emotional rhetoric
and processes of othering. Studies of soldiers’ memoirs
and journals often focus on their personal experiences of
war, but have not fully explored the constructions of emo-
tion in their writings. The books under review are part of a
new wave of historical works that examine a much broader
range of emotional experience in warfare.
Berkovich, Pichichero, and Dodman share common

methodological approaches, blending cultural history,
concepts history (Begriffsgeschichte), and the history of
emotions. They utilize anthropological methods to exam-
ine cultural practices and processes of othering, construct-
ing ethnographic readings of cultural representations and
social discourses. Concepts history allows the authors to
set intellectual categories and philosophical debates within
broader discursive practices. The books are clearly influ-
enced by the histories of emotion by Ute Frevert, William
H. Sewell, and William M. Reddy. New concerns of the
history of the body and medicine provide the authors with
insights on early modern soldiers’ experiences and their
treatment by military officers and scientific professionals.
Ilya Berkovich’sMotivation in War questions whether

discipline and coercion explain soldiers’ motivations for
serving in eighteenth-century armies and engaging in
combat. Berkovich assembles a remarkable collection of
letters, journals, and memoirs written by approximately
250 soldier-authors. Increasing literacy rates in European
societies during the eighteenth century expanded the op-
portunities for soldiers to engage in autobiographical writ-
ing. Berkovich reads these texts as ego documents that
can reveal soldiers’ experiences of warfare across social
boundaries, since “old-regime Europe was united by a sin-
gle and relatively stable military culture and . . . its armies
shared basic similarities in their military experience and
practice which outweighed their distinctive characteris-
tics” (7).
He closely follows John A. Lynn’s theory of military ef-

fectiveness, which considers soldiers’ “initial,” “sustain-
ing,” and “combat motivations” for enlisting, serving, and
fighting in armies. These concepts drive Berkovich’s
analysis and guide the book’s organization, even though
he considers broader dimensions of incentives and compli-
ance. Although many accounts stress the coercive practi-
ces that old-regime recruiting parties used to prey upon
drunk or desperate young men, Berkovich finds that sol-
diers rarely enlisted in armies simply for bounties and fi-
nancial incentives. Instead, soldier-authors often enlisted
voluntarily, embracing military service as a vocational
calling that brought honor, purpose, and excitement, as
well as the potential for glory and social mobility.
Berkovich questions the image of harsh discipline and

bodily control in eighteenth-century armies, arguing that
military service had its own rewards and that desertion
rates were not extraordinarily high. He presents evidence
of soldiers’ individual misbehavior and collective defi-
ance, challenging the popular view of old-regime soldiers
as mere automatons. Despite the seemingly rigid hierarchy
in monarchical armies, officers and soldiers routinely ne-

gotiated and compromised with each other. Berkovich
concludes that “coercion alone was thus unable to enforce
the continuous obedience of rank and file, and their subor-
dination was, at least in part, also a product of consent”
(15).
Soldier-authors displayed pride in their military service

as a vocation that could be fulfilling and purposeful. They
discuss engaging in religious practices by listening to ser-
mons, singing hymns, and reciting prayers. Some soldiers
adopted providential notions of the will of God, viewing a
divine plan as guiding their actions. Georg Beß, a Hessian
jaeger in the Hanoverian army, recounted “that he drew
consolation from the belief that he had God’s aim to ful-
fill” (196). Confessional identities seem to have fueled sol-
diers’ prejudices and their stereotypes of national enemies,
inspiring them to fight for godly causes. These religious
dimensions of soldiers’ writings could prompt us to exam-
ine whether military memoirs and journals could some-
times be considered religious testimonies.
New recruits were quickly socialized into military life

and regimental culture through training, drill, uniforms,
and noms de guerre. Soldiers assumed an entirely new
identity, adopting the “air of a soldier”—which separated
recruits from peasants, artisans, and others in civilian soci-
ety. Berkovich argues that “soldiers perceived themselves
not only as gentlemen, but also as romantic antiheroes
whose values often clashed with those of civil society”
(170). Military discipline and identity thus provided an es-
prit de corps and sustaining motivation for enduring hard-
ships during long campaigns. Berkovich concludes that
“the culture of honour in old-regime armies . . . cultivated
a distinctively military form of masculinity, marked by a
stated indifference to pain and hardship” (229). The book
might have explored the particular features of this “mili-
tary masculinity” in more depth, however (182–183).
Combat motivation is often considered as distinct from

sustaining motivation, yet Berkovich finds strong continu-
ities between the factors keeping soldiers in the ranks and
those that inspired them to advance under fire. Sergeant
Robert Lamb believed that soldiers did their duty in com-
bat because of “personal bravery, hope of reward, and fear
of punishment” (195). The close social bonds of small
groups of soldiers who ate together and marched together
were certainly important, but Berkovich warns against
“overstressing primary group-based analysis” in explain-
ing combat motivation (229). The broader military culture
produced strong motivations based on shared honor and
peer pressure. Soldiers ultimately valued their comrades’
assessment and judgment of their actions, fearing the “so-
cial death” that cowardice or dishonor would surely bring
(224–225). Berkovich thus stresses “the consensual nature
of old-regime military and combat service” (211).
Motivation in War offers a new view of ordinary sol-

diers, their motivations, and their experiences. Ilya Berko-
vich rightly argues for “the importance of seeing old-
regime soldiers as actors rather than victims of historical
processes” (229). The book could have considered in
more detail whether the soldier-authors examined were
representative of the broader rank and file, since many of
them were commissioned or noncommissioned officers.
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Motivation in War does successfully underline the signifi-
cance of the emergence of the figure of the soldier-author
in the armies of the eighteenth century.
Even as ordinary rank-and-file soldiers were writing

about their experiences of war, military thinkers were ac-
tively engaged in producing a new intellectual culture of
warfare. Christy Pichichero’s The Military Enlightenment
examines themilitaires philosopheswho reconceptualized
warfare through their writings during the second half of
the eighteenth century. Pichichero follows John A. Lynn
and Azar Gat in identifying a Military Enlightenment that
encompassed military writings intended “to make war and
military endeavors reflective of an enlightened age” (4).
Presses across Europe published numerous military trea-
tises and technical works on military science in this pe-
riod, as well as books, pamphlets, and prints with military
themes. The Encyclopédie of Diderot and Alembert in-
cluded thousands of entries on the art militaire, indicating
the broad interest in military affairs across the reading
public.
The principal protagonists of The Military Enlighten-

ment are the militaires philosophes, or military intellec-
tuals, who actively engaged with the scientific literature
on military affairs in France in the 1750s to 1790s. The
term “militaires philosophes” comes from an anonymous
treatise, co-authored by Jacques-André Naigeon and Paul-
Henri Thiry, baron d’Holbach, that adopts the voice of a
veteran who was also an intellectual. Pichichero’s book
makes a unique contribution by expanding this literary de-
vice into a serious subject of historical inquiry. Pichichero
defines the militaires philosophes as “military officers,
largely of noble birth but varying widely in socioeco-
nomic, political, and geographic identity, [who] took on
the role of the philosophe, applying critical thinking to
their martial experience” (27).
Maurice de Saxe (Hermann Moritz, Graf von Sachsen)

and Jacques-Antoine-Hippolyte, comte de Guibert, both
figure centrally in this group of French military intellec-
tuals. Marc-Pierre de Voyer de Paulmy, comte d’Argen-
son, represented a prototypical militaire philosophe due
to his voluminous writings on war and his sweeping mili-
tary reforms as French minister of war during the mid-
eighteenth century. Colonels, majors, captains, lieuten-
ants, naval officers, and military administrators also par-
ticipated in the intellectual debates of the Military Enlight-
enment. Pichichero rightly portrays these military and na-
val officers as professionals and “gentlemen who shared a
transnational culture of nobility” (12).
The militaires philosophes engaged in impassioned

debates about theories and practices of warfare, but they
had two overarching goals, according to Pichichero. They
aimed “to wage war only when necessary and to do so ef-
fectively and efficiently,” applying Enlightened reason to
military affairs. At the same time, they fully adopted En-
lightenment notions of sensibilité and wanted to “wage
war humanely and in a fashion that reflected the compas-
sion, morality, rationality, and dignity of the human race”
(4). Pichichero analyzes the military treatises, memoirs,
letters, and military records produced by militaires philo-
sophes, including manuscript sources from the Service

historique de la Défense at the château de Vincennes and
the Archives nationales in Paris and Pierrefitte. The author
contextualizes these sources with contemporary literary
and artistic works that dealt with the broader themes of
military reform and martial discourse, revealing how mili-
tary and naval officers acted simultaneously as producers
and consumers of the Military Enlightenment (27–28).
Eighteenth-century salons, cafés, tearooms, social

clubs, and Freemason lodges have long been celebrated as
crucial spaces of the Enlightenment, but Pichichero now
adds military academies, barracks, camps, officers’ quar-
ters, and military cafés as providing important opportuni-
ties for conversation and intellectual exchange among
military intellectuals. The École royale militaire and other
military academies provided a common technical training
for military intellectuals, as well as crucial sites for ex-
tended discussion and debate over military policies. Mili-
tary officers often composed a significant proportion of
the membership of social clubs, giving them a strongly
military character. Almost a third of the members of the
Société des Amis des Noirs were military officers. Many
Masonic lodges were closely associated with garrison
towns or with particular military units, allowing them to
shape the broader military culture.
The militaires philosophes encouraged martial socia-

bility among military officers in all of these spaces of the
Military Enlightenment. Military intellectuals seem to
have firmly believed that “adopting enlightened moral phi-
losophies of sociability, reinvigorating military identity,
igniting a sense of solidarity in multiple forms, and dem-
onstrating cultural acumen and respect while abroad could
alleviate the social and cultural causes of military crisis”
(67). Masonic lodges provided key sites for such martial
sociability, fostering egalitarianism and camaraderie
among commissioned and noncommissioned military offi-
cers, as well as some ordinary soldiers. According to
Pichichero, “accepting natural equality and functional so-
cial hierarchy engendered community, public service and
good, as well as collective happiness that permitted men
of different ranks and stations to socialize and form friend-
ships” (80).
Many military reformers argued that martial sociability

could improve unit cohesion and esprit de corps. Theorists
advised officers to build social bonds among their soldiers
and to listen carefully to their emotional needs. The comte
d’Argenson referred to the “perfect union” that could be
established in a unit through a spirit of humanity (83).
Pichichero emphasizes that “D’Argenson and Bombelles
advanced the idea that every regiment, and indeed the en-
tire French army, should function as a mutualistic, caring,
and amicable société” (75).
Martial sociability depended on the ability of officers to

embrace sensibilité and humanité in war. The maréchal de
Saxe stressed the importance of le cœur humaine (human
heart) in commanding soldats sensibles (sensitive sol-
diers) (117). Saxe hired Charles-Simon Favart to write
and direct comic plays to entertain his troops on campaign
in Flanders during the War of the Austrian Succession in
order to provide emotional care for his soldiers (90–97).
Reformers increasingly criticized harsh military discipline
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and corporal punishment of soldiers. Many officers ques-
tioned the use of the death penalty in cases of desertion,
since “deserters were portrayed as victims rather than trai-
tors of the nation” (142). Some officers even argued for
extending humane treatment to free people of color who
were serving in the ranks, despite significant limitations
on inclusivity in military culture.
Despite such idealistic language, military intellectuals

saw their reforms as pragmatic, aiming to rationalize mili-
tary institutions, practices, and procedures. According to
Pichichero, “participants in the Military Enlightenment
saw themselves as actors in a history of progress and they
shared a conviction that the functioning of the armed
forces and the conditions of warfare more generally
needed to be improved” (2).
Although the geographic scope of the Military Enlight-

enment encompassed much of Europe and its colonies,
Pichichero focuses particularly on France, “as the home of
pervasive military problems and as an epicenter for intel-
lectual foment associated with esprit philosophique” (18).
French intellectual culture in many ways dominated the en-
tire Enlightenment movement, but painful military defeats
during the reign of Louis XV also created a powerful impe-
tus for reconceptualizing the practices of warfare and advo-
cating for systemic reforms to military institutions.
Elaborating on David A. Bell’s notion of the “cult of

the nation,” Pichichero examines the broadening of hero-
ism to include the entire nation in arms. Military policies
affirming the dignity and respect of soldiers effectively
produced a “democratization of heroism” (191). The con-
cept of patriotism produced powerful cohesive national
identities, but also exposed serious problems involving
foreign soldiers and colonial troops in the nation’s armed
services. The book demonstrates these tensions through
evidence of métis officers in French Canada, but might
have discussed the complex identities of “foreign” mili-
tary officers, naval officers, and administrators.
The French Revolution (1789–1799) produced sweep-

ing changes in the French army and navy, as the National
Assembly championed the ideals of the citizen-soldier and
merit-based promotion. The flight of noble officers—
including many of the militaires philosophes—as émigrés
provided growing opportunities for promotion by 1791.
Many of the new officers in the Revolutionary military
forces had been schooled in the military academies of the
ancien régime. Pichichero argues that these officers, in-
cluding Napoleon Bonaparte, continued to promote many
of the values of the Military Enlightenment, but based on
a new military culture of fraternité that would shape mod-
ern warfare.
InWhat Nostalgia Was, Thomas Dodman offers a his-

tory of clinical nostalgia and the soldiers who suffered
from this “disease,” from its creation in the 1680s to its de-
mise in the 1880s. The book focuses especially on the
“golden age” of nostalgia in the 1820s and 1830s, when
“nostalgia was less something one ‘felt’ than something
one ‘had,’ in the way one might have tuberculosis, chol-
era, or a banal cold” (1). This study of clinical nostalgia
becomes a cultural history of war because soldiers were
the primary victims of this now defunct disease.

In the late seventeenth century, “a certain form of long-
ing was deemed to be pathological and turned into a medi-
cal condition to be diagnosed, treated, and, if possible,
prevented” (2). Johannes Hofer, a medical student at the
University of Basel, coined the term “nostalgia” in his dis-
sertation on homesickness among Swiss soldiers, which
was published as Dissertatio medica de nostalgia, oder
Heimwehe (1688). Hofer effectively identified the new
disease of nostalgia—from the Greek words nostos
(homecoming) and algos (pain or longing)—and deter-
mined that it represented the “symptom of a disordered
imagination” (21–22). Hofer’s mentors helped get the dis-
sertation published, and their teaching and medical compi-
lations ensured the widespread diffusion of the diagnosis
of nostalgia within the scientific and medical communi-
ties.
European physicians embraced clinical nostalgia in part

because it fit well with the new science of sensibility that
became influential in the early eighteenth century. The
ideas of sentimentality and humanity infused medical dis-
courses throughout the century. Medical writings utilized
geographic and climatic theories of disease in order to
construct atmospheric explanations of nostalgia (or mal
du pays), which afflicted people who spent considerable
time far from home. Doctors agreed that “nostalgia was
particularly prevalent among men serving in the military”
(59). Nostalgia was viewed as a disease of military life
during the period of large standing armies, which em-
ployed meticulous drill, demanding discipline, and ex-
tended service periods. Boredom and separation from fami-
lies seemed to produce a sense of malaise that caused other
medical complications. Soldiers suffering from nostalgia
described a deep longing for home and anxiety over their
separation from their mothers. As a result, doctors consis-
tently proscribed medical leaves of absence to return home
as the principal treatment for nostalgia.
Dodman focuses particularly on the military doctors’

view of nostalgia, treating them as historical actors. This
choice reflects the historical literature on the rise of sur-
geons, from military barber-surgeons in the sixteenth cen-
tury to the preeminent doctors in the field of medicine by
the mid-nineteenth century, through their expertise in
treating complex and devastating wounds. The book
might have explored the ways in which Renaissance
physicians’ notions of melancholy may have continued to
shape the new diagnosis and treatment of nostalgia into
the eighteenth century. Dodman focuses especially on
military doctors and military hospitals during the French
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars (1792–1815), when
medical officers acquired new experience and shared tech-
niques. Military doctors such as Dominique Larrey, Fran-
çois Broussais, and Jérôme Lasserre became celebrated
doctors and medical educators in the postwar period. Nos-
talgia played an important role in the rise of surgeons,
since doctors and military officers feared epidemics of
nostalgia in armies even more than they did individual
cases of malingering. Dodman points out that “doctors
invoked specialized medical knowledge to justify their
ability to distinguish between genuine and simulated
symptoms” (83).
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What Nostalgia Was explores a wide variety of sources
to understand clinical nostalgia as a distinct historical dis-
ease. Dodman takes clinical nostalgia seriously, rather
than treating it simply as a case of “historical misdiagno-
sis” (6). He examines soldiers’ letters, journals, and mem-
oirs as illness narratives. Dodman emphasizes that it
would be anachronistic to discuss soldiers’ nostalgia in
terms of trauma and PTSD, since “there was no concept of
psychogenic trauma available at the time” (113). Dodman
explores French military doctors’ writings and military
medical services’ records conserved at the Archives natio-
nales in Paris: medical leave certificates, death certificates,
and medical discharges. Based on this evidence, he argues
that “the Napoleonic battlefield gave rise to the first sys-
tematic therapy for war neuroses” (115).
In the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars, the medical

fascination with nostalgia began to fade, except in France,
where the disease became generalized as French military
doctors strongly influenced civilian medical discourses
and practices. Dodman describes a “French nostalgia
craze” in the 1820s and 1830s, as medical students wrote
numerous dissertations on nostalgia and doctors hotly de-
bated its causes and treatments (129). Nostalgia was no
longer seen as confined to soldiers, but could now afflict
students, travelers, colonists, and others who were far
away from their natal pays. The pervasiveness of the diag-
nosis produced a Romantic culture of the disease in Balzac
novels, vaudeville performances, and personal writings—
at the same time diluting the medical specificity of nostal-
gia and allowing the “disease” to transform gradually into
a “feeling.” This process involved a gendering of the medi-
cal discourse surrounding nostalgia that the author might
have explored more fully.
During the mid-nineteenth century, nostalgia went

through “a process of demedicalization whereby the long-
ing was no longer deemed dangerous and instead became
naturalized” (2). Even as the causes of death for soldiers
were sometimes attributed to nostalgia, other hospitalized
soldiers seemed to display “a craving to return to their reg-
iments” (121). The growing spirit of nationalism estab-
lished new identities and attachments during the nine-
teenth century that superseded regional feelings, even as
industrialization and imperialism forged powerful images
of Frenchness that could be carried abroad. Dodman
explains that “the disappearance of nostalgia [was] a con-
sequence of the modernization of the French countryside
and nationalization of the French people” (185). Nostalgia
became a positive emotion that was associated with previ-

ous experiences (time), as much as with specific commu-
nities or regions (place).
Taken together, these books offer emotional evidence

that questions interpretations of military effectiveness that
have employed institutional perspectives to examine sol-
diers’ morale, unit cohesion, military discipline, and de-
sertion rates. The soldier-author narratives analyzed by
Ilya Berkovich highlight the importance of avoiding the
organizational criteria of “success” in assessing soldiers’
motivations (193). Christy Pichichero presents the mili-
taires philosophes as pragmatists, who “sought ways in
which knowledge of human passions could be applied to
optimize aspects of waging war, from recruitment, reten-
tion, reenlistment, and promotion to combat effectiveness”
(132). Thomas Dodman’s history of clinical nostalgia
reveals the ways in which suffering soldiers and caring
military doctors shaped military operations and priorities.
The books reviewed here successfully integrate the his-

tory of medicine, the history of the body, and the cultural
history of war. Berkovich, Pichichero, and Dodman each
consider the armed masculinity of soldiers, but they also
explore broader gendered dimensions of military culture
and community: fraternal bonds, domesticity, filial affec-
tion, paternal caring, and family relations. All three
authors question Michel Foucault’s theories of discipline,
punishment, discourse, and biopower in subtle ways.
Pichichero argues that “the military culture of sensibilité
and humanity represents an important counternarrative to
Michel Foucault’s notions of ‘discipline’ and ‘docile bod-
ies’” (113). The soldier-author narratives examined by
Berkovich suggest that early modern soldiers were far
from automatons—exhibiting bodily integrity and mental
independence in asserting their own personal and collec-
tive motives for military service. Dodman’s findings sug-
gest that military medicine might be reconsidered as the
leading edge of medical knowledge, far before the emer-
gence of trauma studies and modern prosthetics. Pichi-
chero stresses that “humanité and sensibilité also framed
the birth and development of military psychology” (237).
Motivation in War, The Military Enlightenment, and

What Nostalgia Was provide fascinating new perspectives
on the cultural history of war in the early modern period.
The emotional experiences and understandings of soldiers,
officers, administrators, and doctors presented in these his-
torical studies demonstrate that warfare was felt in new
ways in the eighteenth century.

BRIAN SANDBERG
Northern Illinois University
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